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further enhanced. The investigated mode can be still more favoured by selecting an excitation 
position close to an antinode for the investigated mode but at nodes for disturbing modes. If 
not sufficient, Inore than one excitation point may be used. 

The optical modal analysis is conductecl in two steps with two optical systems using the 
knowledge presented above. In the first step, the normal modes are sought, localized, and 
brought out by means of a real-time technique. In the second step, permanent records are made 
of the identified normal mode vibrations. 

The normal modes are sought in the following way. An excitation point and a suitable 
number of supporting pohlts (often three) are selected. The excitation frequency is slowly 
swept though the range of interest and the resulting vibrations are watched by the real-thne 
technique. The frequencies of large vibrations are noted and revisited for detailed investiga- 
tions. Thereby, the excitation is adjusted to be efficient, usually in a single point. The supports 
are shifted to lines of no motion. The vibration amplitudes, and especially the positions of 
tnaxhnurn and the positions of no motion, are watched while the frequency is slowly altered. 

The criteria used to decide whether the watched vibrations at a specific frequency represent 
a nonnal Inode or not, are the following. A ~iiaxitnurn antinode amplitude should be obtained 
at a specific frequency. The positions of no motion and maxlnum motion should neither shift 
for a moderate frequency shift around the "suspected" resonance frequency nor for a moderate 
change of the excitation amplitude at that frequency. If so, the observed vibrations are consid- 
ered to represent a normal mode with the no motion lines being nodal lines, the positions of 
nlaxhnurn amplitude being antinodes, a ~ d  the specific frequency being the resonance fre- 
quency. The whole procedure is repeated for each "suspected" normal mode. Finally, perma- 
nent ~ecorcls are made with optitiiized excitation point (or points), supporting points, and an 
excitation atnplitude to give a picture as informative as possible. 

The relative phases of vibrations can be rileasured by using a vibrating reference mirror hl 
the interferometer but often the vibrations can be interpreted without this hlfonnation. 

In the interferometer, a laser is used as light source (Vest, 1979). A vibrating object surface 
gives a varying optical path length in one of the interferometer beans which results in inter- 
ference fringes representing isoamplitude lines of vibration (cf., Figs. 2a and 3a). The increase 
of vibration amplitude between neighbouring isoamplitude lines depends on the wavelength of 
the laser light, the angle of illumination, and the angle of observation. Maximum sensitivity 
for vibrations perpendicular to the surface plane is obtained with the illunlination and obser- 
vation also perpendicular to the surface. 

The vibration resolution of the optical technique is approxhnately 0.1 ptn. The presentation 
of the vibrations in fonn of isoanlplitude lines is well adopted for visual and digital analysis. 

The l e d - t h e  interferometer used, the VibraVision, works at TV frame-rate (25 Hz) ad is 
thus updated with 25 interferograms per second (Ek, Molin, & Biedennan, 1985). The method 
employs in reality the-average technique with the isoatnplituele lines spaced at lnaxhna of a 
zero-order besselfunction of the vibration atnplitude, and the nodal lines are clearly shown as 
the whitest and broadest fringe. The stability of a tecortled cnotlal p;ittern is easily testecl hy 
shifting supports. excitation position. and frequency. The real-time interterocneter is not larger 
than a suitcase anel can easily be moved into a workshop. 

Fos the peilnanetit records, double pulsed hvlog~an~ interferonletry with a ruby laser as 
light source was used. The white and dark fringes fall at nlaxhna arici tillliu~~a of a cosine 
function (cf., Figs. 2a and 3a), i.e., the vibration steps between the fringes are consta~t with no 
enhanceniet~t of the nodal lines. The resolution of the relative vibration aniplitudes is limited 
by the number of fringes that can be observed. The short exposure tine (about 25 ns) of the 
ruby laser makes vibration isolation of the setup unnecessary. 
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IIIGITAL MODAL ANALYSIS 
Modal analysis of linear systems with digital equipment is a common method today to record 
norrnal modes of vibration (Jansson & al., 1986; Marshall, 1985; 1987). Usually an hnpulse 
llarnlner is used to excite, in succession, a large number of points and for each excitation point, 
a tune sequence is recorded at one (or several) reference point(s). By recalculating each such 
impulse response into a frequency response by means of a computer, a measure is obtained of 
the vibrations for all frequencies simultaneously at each point. From the frequency responses, 
not-lnal modes of the system are calculated by the computer. 

The sketched digital method sets small demands on the stability. The holding structure 
should, however, not be allowed to influence the measurements. This condition can be met by 
hanging the object, the violin, in thin rubber bands. The method covers a wide frequency 
range. The l i~~u t s  are mainly set by the noise of the signals. 

In the calculation of frequency responses and modal shapes an assumption about the mate- 
rial properties is done, most often to be a linear relationship with no damping and with the 
normal modes of vibration being well separated in frequency. These assumptions are difficult 
to fulfil in advance and care has to be taken to check these assumptions. 

This common method of digital  nodal analysis is, however, not a real-tirne method. There- 
fore, it  is difficult to optimize tneasurements and to test the stability of recorded mode pat- 
terns. Furthennore. it is a point method and the number of exciting and measuring points lhn- 
its the spatial resolution. 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
The optical arrangements, as sketched in Fig. I,  were used. The real-time interferometer and 
the double pulsed laser for the pennanent records were placed on a table. On another table, the 
optical system for studying the violin front and back sides was placed. 

Fig. I .  Optic-a1 setup: H - Irolo,qr~anl,filrtz holder. (c-anler (7 hac.k), M - ntit.r.o~., U 
- o0jc'c.t uf itzvesti,qatiotz (\liolirt), L - rtegatii~e Ierls diver,qing the li,qlit 
bea172, RUBY - I J double pulsed ruby laser, HeNe - corttinuous He-Nc 
laset for optical adjustments, and W - Vib~.aVisiort the real-tirne 
inter:fei.or?zeter. Lines with ari.owts nzark optical paths. The length of the 
lai-gc table is 2.5 m. 



The violin was set into vibration by rneans of a small magnet (0.3 g) attached with wax to 
the violhl surface and an electrical coil fixed in at1 annature, vibration isolated from the violin. 
A sillusoiclal current through the coil gave a vibration-force arnplitude at that frequency over a 
small airgap. The excitation frequency was slowly altered and the vibration modes were stud- 
ied with the real-titne interferometer. 

For the present investigation of the reference violin HS71, two especially interesting vibra- 
tion rnodes at 380 Hz and 460 Hz were investigated. The lower mode is a prominent vibration 
mode of the whole violin body. The higher mode is the main sound radiation mode at low fre- 
quencies. The 380 Hz mode came out with little problenis in determining excitation and sup- 
porting positions. The tnode showed clear nodal atitinodes and nodal lines, mostly twisting 
along the length axis of the violin. It had six antinodes along the edges, two mainly horizontal 
nodal lines and one central vertical nodal line (cf., Fig. 2a). 

It was more difficult to obtain a simple and clear picture of the distribution of vibration 
amplitudes of the 460 Hz mode. A protninent aid stable vibration maximum was found at the 
left f-hole reminding of the fundamental plate mode, cf., earlier measurements (Alonso Moral 
& Jansson, 1982; Jalsson, 1973; Jansson & al., 1970; Molin & al., 1988). At the right f-hole a 
rninor maximum was found and between the two maxima a no motion line (cf., Fig. 3a). The 
vibration amplitudes were small along the edges and in the back. The normal mode was in- 
terpreted to consist mainly of an antinode at the left f-hole and with no clear nodal lines 
(except at the right f-hole), but possibly along the edge of the violin, i.e., close to a top plate 
mode. 

Permanent records were made with the double pulsed laser interferometer. The two vibra- 
tion recordings, see Figs. 2a and 3a, show sinultaneously the violin top side and via the large 
mirror the back side. The black lines mark the isoaniplitude lines (because of differences in 
illulnination and observation directions for the front and back sides, the isoamplitude Ihles of 
the back side correspond to approxinlately 1.7 thnes larger amplitude than those of the front). 
The bar seen at the lower left in Figs. 2a and 3a is the excitation coil armature; its top marks 
the excitation position. The excitation positions were chosen to separate the two modes found 
in the real-tune survey as far as possible. 

In the double-pulsed recordings, the nodal lines cannot be distinguished from any other 
white fringe but are easily determined in the real-time measurements. They coincide with the 
white zero-order fringe and are sketched in Fig. 2c. The antinodes (six at the edges) are found 
at the positions of maximum arnplitude by counting the number of black and white lines 
(fringes). The positions and relative amplitudes of the anthlodes are also sketched in Fig. 2c. 
In the recording, the excitation point is close to the antinode of the 380 Hz tnode but at a posi- 
tion of low vibration amplitude for the 460 Hz mode. Two semi-soft supports (erasers of rub- 
ber) were placed close to the center line at the bottom edge and one at the upper edge, i.e., 
close to the vertical nodal line. 

The 460 Hz mode is shown in Figs. 3a and 3c in a similar way. The supports were placed at 
the edges and at the nodal lines previously found in the tligital ~notlal analysic ( to  atoitl cup- 
pression of the digitally recorded mode shape). see Jansson. et :rl , ( 1986) The excit:~t~otl point 
was selected close to a nodal line of the 380 Hz rnotle. 

Previously, tluring a two months' stay of one of the authors as "Gastwisse~lschaftler-" at the 
Musical Acoustics Laboratory of the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt in Br au~lschweig 
(Western Germany), rnodal analysis via the impulse response was made of four violins in- 
cluding the reference violll HS71 (Jalsson & al., 1986). In these experunents, it was found 
that the single degree of freedom method (SDOF) was sufficient for the analysis. The modes 
obtained at 380 Hz and 460 Hz are shown in Figs. 2b and 3b. The directions and magnitudes 
of vibratio~~s are marked with bars, one bar for each excitation point. Antinodal positions, an- 
plitudes, and nodal lines are plotted in Figs. 2d and 3d. 



Fig. 2. The 380 Hz mode a )  optical (double pulsed) interferograms showing the isoamplitude lines, b)  digital (modal analysis) result 
with bars show~ing vibration amplitudes, c) antinodes and nodal positions extracted from the optical measurements, and d )  
antitzotlr~ d t i ~ l  t~odal positions es-tracted from digital results. Both plates in c and d are shown as seen from the top plate side, 
frill thick lirzrs mark reliable nodal lines and broken thick lines mark plausible nodal lines, plus and minus signs mark phases 
of vibr.atiorz, uttd numbers relative vibration amplitudes at antinodes. 
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DISCUSSION 
For the 380 Hz mode, the optical and the digital modal analyses give closely the same results, 
see Figs. 2c and 2d. The positions of the nodal lines and antinodal areas show at least a fair 
agreement and the relative antinodal amplitudes at least a qualitative agreement. Both analyses 
show that the top and back plate vibrate in phase, i.e., a vibration mode of the complete violin 
body. This nonnal mode was also found in previous investigations, both with optical and dig- 
ital modal analysis, thus indicating a general validity of the result (Alonso Moral & Jansson, 
1982; Jansson & al., 1986; Marshall, 1985). 

For the 460 Hz mode, the position of the major antinode at the left f-hole and a vertical 
nodal lhie at the right f-hole (on top of the sound post) are found with both methods. The dig- 
ital analysis shows in addition two mainly vertical nodal lines for the front (the top) plate, two 
mainly transversal nodal lines for the back plate, and vibration maxima at the waist of the 
back. The transversal nodal lines of the back plate are not found in the optical measurements 
in spite of favourable excitation and supporting positions in the optical modal analysis. The vi- 
bration maxima at the waist found in the digital analysis have so large amplitudes that they 
could not possibly be "masked by noise", if present in the optical analysis. 

The optical analysis of the 460 Hz mode implies that the vibrations are mainly in the front 
plate (the top plate) with a rigid support of the sound post, and with only little "spilling over" 
the edges to the back plate. The digital analysis implies that the front and back plate vibrations 
are approxhnately of equal amplitude; maximum vibration hl the front plate but vibrations of 
the same niagnitude at the waist of the back plates. 

The deviating results of the optical and digital analysis are typical for the 460 Hz mode 
(Alonso Moral & Jansson, 1982: Jansson, 1973; Jansson & al., 1986; Marshall, 1985). In dig- 
ital modal analysis of a second violin, Marshall (1987) describes the mode corresponding to 
our 460 Hz mode as "bending and breathing of corpus." In the optical analysis, we are study- 
ing the real vibrations directly with no calculation algorithms or material assumptions in- 
volved, and we believe that by monitoring in real-time, we have obtained the "correct" de- 
scription of the 460 Hz mode as a "breathing mode" (only small tendencies to bending in the 
back). 

Tlius, we reach the following conclusions. The optical modal analysis with information 
from every point on the object surface and without any mass-loading sensors gives the modal 
shapes with higher accuracy. As the vibrations can be observed in real t h e  and the measure- 
ment situation can be optimized, the optical modal analysis is the best choice for the modal 
analysis of complex vibratory systems from small to moderate sizes and with visible vibration 
parts such as the violin. Furthermore, the effects of changes in support and excitation of the in- 
vestigated object can be visualized directly. Digital modal analysis with impulse excitation is 
well adapted to engineering measurements of normal modes in the workshop and can be used 
on ob.jects from moderate to large sizes also with nonvisible parts and very small vibration 
amplitucies. The digitally stored data are furthermore reacly for calculatiolls ariti r~unierical ex- 
periments with co~nliiercially available rnodal analysis programs. The used tligital nlethntl is. 
however, not so well adapted to measure rnode shapes with high accuracy, especially not on 
complicated nonlinear objects. Erroneous results may be introducecl. 
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